The associated Legendre functions are defined using the Legendre numbers.
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INTRODUCTION.
The Legendre numbers were introduced and many of their elementary properties were developed in [i] . We apply these pzoperties to a variety of problems and the use of Legendre numbers may provide somewhat simpler solutions to the problems. 
The derivative on the right in (2.9) can be expressed using factorial notation as
j=---which reduces to the first term
(2.10)
Using Equations (2.7), (2.8), and (2.10) in (2.5) and the observations following (2.6), one sees that Table I, can be used to provide a formula for the coefficients in the series. To outline the method, let
Take n derivatives to obtain n other identities,
In these n + i identities let x 0. Use (2.11) on the left sides of the resulting + 1 identities and recall that DkPi(X)]x= 0 pk.,-i see [i] . (3.3) and proceed as in the derivation of (3.2) to obtain in order An, nA-l' n zA-"' uA' 
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